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World affairs

''/ don't think it'll hit me until it's time for me to go. " - Louisville senior Aisha Coley

National Guard prepares for deployment
Student reserves
heading to Kuwait, Bosnia
BY DAVE SHINALL

Herald reporter
Louisville senior Aisha Coley will
likely spend the holidays far away
from her hometown and the Hill this
year.
She and other students who are
members of the Kentucky National
Guard are preparing for deployments

to the Persian Gulf and the Balkans.
Coley said she joined the Guard for
Pfc. Coley serves with Detachment the benefits it offered, including hav- with Iraq.
"I've kind of given her a heads-up
'Tm pretty sure of that," she said.
2 of the 2123rd Transportation ing her tuition and books at Western
of what to expect, as far as the smells,
Coley isn't the first member of her
Company in Louisville. Coley said her paid for in full. Kuwait will be Coley's
the people, the flies, all that," Griffith
family
to help protect the United said.
unit commander told her that she may first deployment after two years in the
States. Her sister, Chevon Griffith, a
be leaving for Kuwait by November.
Guard.
Other Western students will have to
senior
majoring in elementary educa"My commander believes that we'll
"I don't feel scared, because my tion at Western, is a senior airman in begin coping with being away from
be gone before Thanksgiving," said unit, they're a pretty good group, but I
friends and family, too - just nine
the Air Guard.
Coley, a truck driver in the Guard.
days from now.
don't think it'll hit me until it's time
Griffith returned to the United
If so, Coley will spend the holidays for me to go," she said. 'Tm a little
Fifteen students, all members of the
and most of next year serving her pissed off because I'm so close to States this summer after spending 100 2nd Battalion, 123rd Armor Regiment,
country. She will haul ammunition and graduating, but, I mean, it's something days at Prince Sultan Air Base in Saudi will begin training Nov. 2 to prepare for
Arabia.
supplies across the Kuwaiti desert that I have to do."
NATO peacekeeping duty in Bosnia
Now she is conducting her own and Herzegovina.
between Camp Doha and Udairi Tank
Coley said she thinks her deploy- brand of pre-deployment training to
Range.
ment is part of the prelude to a war prepare her sister for the Middle East.
SEE GUARD PAG E 6

SGA asks
for break _on
·Election Day

Nightwalkers

Resolution calls for day off
from school; Burch disagrees
BY JESSICA SASSEEN

Herald reporter
The Student Government Association
wants a break.
SGA is asking the university for an extra
day of rest and relaxation in November.
The organization passed a resolution
Tuesday asking Western to declare Election
Day a yearly holiday. It will now be sent to the
University Calendar Committee for consideration.
The goals of the resolution involve encouraging students, faculty, and nonessential staff
to vote on Election Day, said SGA Vice
President John Bradley, author of the resolution.
Classes at Western are not held on presidential election days, but Bradley said all elections, not just those every four years, should
be weighed equally.
"The president isn't the only important person in government," Bradley said. "Our other
elected leaders such as governor and city officials make decisions that can affect us more."
SOA's Public Relations committee sponsored the resolution to provide out-of-town
students easier access to their hometown voting facilities.
"It provides a way for students to go home
and get their votes cast," PR committee member Abby Lovan said.
To compensate for lost class time, Bradley
suggested the extra day could be added at the
beginning of the semester.
"It's interesting to note that the city and
Warren County schools all get (Election) day
off and probably 90 percent of them can't
vote," Bradley said.
Provost Barbara Burch said the Calendar
Committee will give the resolution from
SGA its just consideration, but questioned
whether the measure will meet the

SEE BREAK PAGE 8

Patricia Hess/Herald
Director of Facllltles Management Doug Ault, center, participates in the safety walk with members of Student Government

Association. See story, page 5.

Hollywood shows interest in Shepard's KKK protest
New Fox show will feature
Western student
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter
Louisville senior Laquetta Shepard's stand
against the Ku Klux Klan at a rally last month has
sparked both reverence and skepticism.
But she didn't do it for either.
Shepard said she was more interested in the
statement she made than the publicity she

received.
Kathleen Archer was more interested in the
statement, too.
Sitting in her Hollywood office more than
2,000 miles away, one of Archer's researchers
discovered a newspaper story on the Internet
about the Bowling Green Klan rally.
"We were looking for a lot of stories of people
who were taking a stand," said Archer, a producer for the recently syndicated Rob Nelson Show.
"I just really liked it. I like the magnitude of what
she did."
On Sept. I at the Warren County Justice
Center, Shepard silently protested the KKK in a

way that was different from most of her peers.
She went and silently stood among the Klan's
supporters. The rally broke up minutes later.
Shepard and a student who witnessed the
scene, Bardstown senior Brandon Copeland, were
flown to KTLA Studios in Los Angeles Oct. 17 to
be featured on the show.
The episode will probably air in the next week,
Archer said.
The show airs at 4 a.m. on WUXP, according
to the station's Web site. WUXP can be seen on
Insight cable channel 30 in Bowling Green, but
SEE H0LLYW0OI PU E
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Happy Inn to keep doors open, stomachs full
SkyPAC not going after
commercial property
BY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter

Henrik Edsenius/Herald
Western graduate Clay Perkinson and Smiths Grove junior Jennifer
Steenbergen chat over lunch yesterday at Happy Inn on Kentucky Street.

I:

The Muckrakers played their final
show at Happy Inn last year.
Or so they thought.
The band, made up of some former
Western graduates, played at the
Chinese restaurant behind Rodes
Harlin Hall last fall and declared it
would be their last show. They had
heard Happy Inn would close that
spring.
But when spring came, the restaurant was still open. The Muckrakers
played there again, and again said it

Bringing In the dough

Big Red needs help

On Tuesday:

The Capital Campaign got a
$1.J million boost from a local
couple. Page 3.

The funy blob is up for mac;cot of the year. Find out where to
cast your vote. Page 7.

The Queen is revealed in the
Herald's Homecoming coverage next week.

could be their last show.
need any additional properMost
believed
the
ty.
restaurant would be just a
"We may revisit it at
it
memory by the summer.
another time, but right now
Last year, the Southern
we're not considering it," he
Kentucky Performing Arts
said.
Center board expressed
Muckrakers guitarist and
interest in purchasing the
Western graduate John
Happy Inn restaurant propRuby said he was relieved
erty on Kentucky Street.
to hear that the band's
They planned to used the
favorite venue -- they have
property to build parking
played more than 40 shows
lots for SKyPac.
at Happy Inn - isn't going
But SKyPAC board
-John Ruby anywhere.
chairman Rick McCue said
"Even though it's not an
guitariS1 official part of campus, I
the body decided over the
summer to focus on buying
think it's an important part
residential property, instead of com- of the unofficial campus," he said. "I
mercial, for parking spaces.
think a lot of students view
McCue said the property is still an
option for SKyPAC should the center
SEE HAPPT PAGE 5

"Students
view as

somewhere
they can go
as an off•
campus
hangout

spot."

Check the Web at www.
wkuherald.com for a multimedia presentation about single
teen mother Ca'Linda Stuart.
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By the numbers

Weather watch
Today

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday
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28

Day

2,832

aame• Cal Ripke■
played coaseoatl'vely
Greek life

Pushing through

AOPi placed
under·probation
BY JESSICA SASSEEN

Herald reporter

Nina Greipel/Herald
Hendersonville Junior John Loney rushes past Radcliff junior JaMarvin Durham and Radcliff freshman
Demetrius Langley playing for Oh! No! during the first round of the intramural flag football playoffs last
night. Oh! No! won 19-18 and advances to the next round at 3 p.m. today.

► CrlmeBe,arts
Arrests

Reports

♦ Natalie Annette Estes,
Schneider Hall, was charged
Wednesday with driving under
the influence and careless driving. She was released the
same day from Warren County
Regional Jail on a $750 surety
bond.

♦ Cassie L. Norris, McCormack Hall, reported Tuesday
four hubcaps worth a total of
$35 stolen from her 1994
Mitsubishi Mirage parked on
the seventh floor of the parking
structure.
♦ Lucas J. Broyles, Schn-

eider, reported Tuesday a compact disc player worth $325
stolen from his 1998 Chevrolet
S-10 parked on the seventh
floor of the parking structure.
♦ Ryan C. Ball, Pearce-Ford
Tower, reported Tuesday his
wallet and its contents worth a
total of $65 stolen from his
dorm room.

♦ Kenneth A. Brasel Sr.,
Horse Cave, reported Tuesday a
cellular phone worth $50 stolen
from Tate Page Hall.
♦ Lindsay E. Parson, Stonehenge Avenue, reported Tuesday
a compact disc player and a compact disc worth a total of $325
stolen from her 1997 Jeep Wrangler parked in South Street lot.

It's your news,
get it on your terms
www.wkuherald.com

Tender cuts of
all-white-meat
chicken breast with a
kick of Buffalo flavor
baked right in.

Western officials notified Alpha Omicron Pi sor~rity las_t week
that the organization will be placed on social probation until early
February for an alcohol violation.
.
Student Activities director Charley Pride said AOP1 cannot host
social events during the probation but can participate in homecoming activities.
"Plans have already been made and things have been ~en care
of," Pride said. "They are doing a float and the homecorrung queen
stuff, and they've already paid their fees."
.
The probation stems from the arrest of three people - an AOP1
member, a male student and a male non-student - for alcohol
intoxication at the sorority's new-member dance Sept. 28.
Pride said Western mailed letters to AOPi advisers and the sorority's national chapter Oct. 15. The letters, he said, outlined the tenns
of the the probation. Pride also met with with AOPi president
Brittney Long to discuss the sorority's punishment.
''The sanction for them is, they are on social probation until Feb.
7th," Pride said. ''They are still allowed to finish the homecoming
events. And during that time, they are required to do at least one
non-alcohol function with someone."
Long said AOPi members are not taking the punishment lightly.
"We learned that when you are a part of an organization such as
a sorority, you are held to high standards," Long said. "When one
person fails to meet those standards, it affects the entire group."
She said because of the probation, the sorority will now begin
dances at an earlier hour, and other, stricter provisions will follow.
Long would not comment about the events of Sept. 28.
''That is confidential," Long said. "It is a closed matter."
Besides the punishment from Western, AOPi could face further
sanctions from its national chapter, Long said.
"Nothing has been set. It is possible for national to get
involved," Long said. "As of now, they have not said anything, but
we are feeling the repercussions."
Representatives from the AOPi national chapter could not be
reached for comment.
Reach Jessica Sasseen at news@wkuherald.com.

► CJearlnf tlle &1Jt
♦ Due to a Herald error, a front page
story in the Oct 1 edition misstated the
amount of money Student Government
Association earmarked for a gazebo but
spent elsewhere. SGA spent $8,403.99,
leaving $4,500 for the gazebo.
♦ Due to a Herald error, a story on
page 10 of Tuesday's edition about
cross country misstated the time

women's runner Cara Nichols ran in the
Pre-NCAA meet. Nichols ran the
course in 22:23.
♦ The College Heights Herald corrects all confirmed errors that are
brought to reporters' or editors' attention. Please call 745-6011 or 745-5044
to report a correction, or e-mail us at
herald@wkuherald.com.

Try a 10-pc. order
for Just SS.99

with any pizza purchase

Serving West B.G. & WKU:
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781-9494

2201 Stonehenge Ave.
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B.G. Bypass Vicinity:

781-6063
1505 U.S. 31W Bypass

781-1000

TWO 14"
Large 2-Topplng
Pizzas
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WKU -vs- Indiana State
Saturday
October 26, 4:30pm

For every point WKU beats Indiana State, take one
percent off all reg. priced WKU logo merchand · , ,
(Up to 30% off No further discounts apply. Sale ends Fri'da N
I Se· ·
Y ovember I )

GO TOPPERS!! BEAT INDIANA STATE"

..
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Universitr Books(~;~·• ....
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•
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.
1
1-800-444-5155
gamet1me)
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...........~~:~.~~.:~~.!~~!~~~~.~kstore
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"A Paint Your Own
Pottery Studio"
WKU Students are#

1

Customization of gifts available!

·------------·

I
20%
I
I
Savings
I
·1 on regular priced items I

. ____________ ..
Open12-6
943 E. 11 th Street

■ Anoushka

CUL TUML ENHANC'fMENT SfRlfS 200) 03 PIIESENTS

5hankar

Wednesday
October 30
7:30 p.m.
Van Meter
Auditorium
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Crime

Break-ins problem on campus, off
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter
It's not just a problem on
campus.
Bowling Green residents
are facing an increase in car
break-ins this year, prompting
the Bowling Green Police
Department to call for greater
caution from community
members, including those
from Western.
As of yesterday, 554 cars
have been broken into this
year within the city limits,
Bowling Green police officer
Barry Pruitt said. There were
511 break-ins for all of last
year.
There were 696 car breakins in 2000 and 668 in 1999,
Pruitt said.
Bowling Green police said
one person can be responsible
for more than 100 break-ins,
Pruitt said. If such a person
left the community, it could
have a dramatic impact on
statistics.

The number of "WKU students
year had doprs
car
break-ins
that were left
tracked by Bowling are one of the
unlocked.
Green police does
He suggested
primary targets
not include those on
drivers
lock
campus, which has because you've
their doors and
suffered its own
got young peo• keep valuable
rash of car breakproperty such as
ins since students pie
cars
cellular phones,
returned in August,
purses,
backnice stuff
campus
police
packs and CDs
Capt.
Eugene
out of view.
Hoofer said.
"A lot of
The most signifi- Barry Pruitt times, somecant stretch of
Bowling Green police offK:er body is walking
break-ins occurred
down the street,
Oct. 19 when nine
they'll see the
cars parked in and around car, they'll see something in
Creason lot had stereos, the seat, and they'll go for it,"
speakers and compact discs Pruitt said.
stolen.
Students should take extra
Hoofer said the number of precautions, as well, he said.
"WKU students are one of
car break-ins on campus has
remained consistent in recent the primary targets because
years.
you've got young people with
Pruitt said car break-ins cars with nice stuff in it,"
are crimes of opportunity. Pruitt said.
Many of the vehicles broken
Louisville junior Kristin
into outside of Western this Daugherty, whose apartment

with
with

.m.
it "

is off Stonehenge Road, said
she doesn't worry about
someone breaking into her
1996 Ford Escort when she's
at home.
"I probably should, but I
don't," she said.
While she never leaves her
cell phone in her car, she
often leaves compact discs in
the back seat.
Pruitt said Bowling Green
police see significant increases in car break-ins two times
a year - when Western students return in August and
during the holiday shopping
season.
But no single areas in
Bowling Green have been hit
exceptionally hard by car
break-ins this year, he said.
Pruitt said any suspicious
activity should be reported to
police.
Reach Joseph Lord
at news@wkuherald.com.

Donations

Scholarship begins 10 years after creation
BY MOLLY O'CONNOR

Herald reporter

'The 11kesr 1hin9 anyone's wid t1fxiu1 me we1s afret my fi,sr com;ert in M11mlwl.
A<rit(c wrote 1/larwhen ht ihut fits eyes, llecou/dn't tell ifit was my fatht1 or me:
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'
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Ten years after its formation, the Dr. L.O. and Louise
Toomey Scholarship Fund will
begin assisting Western students in their pursuit of an education.
A $1.11 million donation
from the Toomey family is the
second-largest
endowment
ever given to Western for
scholarships.
The Toomey scholarship
fund was set up in 1992 after
the death of L.O. Toomey. His
will stipulated that Western
would not receive the money

until the death of his wife,
Louise Toomey. She passed
away June 29.
"This is a magnificent
expression of support from two
loyal Westerners," said Alex
Downing, president of the
College Heights Foundation, in
a news release.
According to President
Gary Ransdell, students from
Warren and Metcalfe counties
interested in health-related professions will get preference.
Western's nursing department may benefit from the
donation.
Donna Blackburn, head of

the nursing department, said returned to Bowling Green
the scholarships are right in after graduation to practice
time to help recruit new stu- medicine for 45 years.
He was also a director of the
dents.
County
Health
"Hopefully, it will help Warren
attract students to nursing," she Department.
Louise Toomey, like her
said.
Tom Hiles, vice president of husband, was a student on the
Institutional Advancement, Hill. Later, she taught at
said that although the gift from Western as an art professor.
The Toomey gift brings
the Toomeys shows preference
to a certain group of students, Western's Capital Campaign to
Western is not limited by the $82.5 million. Western has set
a $90 million goal for the camstipulation.
L.O. Toomey studied pre- paign, which ends in June.
medicine at Western before
attending the University of Reach Molly O'Connor at
Louisville Medical School. He news@wkuherald.com.
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T
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I
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2037 Russellville Road 3032 Louisville Road
(270) 782-5551
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Bowling Green, Kentucky
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$4.99

12 pack
12 oz Cans
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E & J Brandy
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TbeCreed
"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "

Editor Caroline lynch:
editor@wkuherald.co,n
News editor Rex Hall Jr.:
news@wkuherald.com
Opinion editor Brandy Warren:
herald@wkuherald.co111
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- First Amendment, U.S. Constitution
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Editorial

With money and

CAMPUS

TouAS

support, it's Cowles'
time to shine
twas a mid-life crisis.
It's proved effective.
Last year, the Lady Topper bas- · Already, the fund is past the halfway
ketball program stumbled and fell. point. Western announced Monday that
Under the coaching of Shawn Belle and Mike Hunt, Murfreesboro,
Campbell, it was an emo- ,._,_....,......,.__,,,____ Tenn. residents, donated
tion-filled season with more
.......
$175,000 to the fund. That
downs than ups.
$iJ5,
money will go toward proPlayers wouldn't play for
donation
gram needs like recruiting
the coach. The coach's prottl8 LtNY Topf)er
and travel.
fanity offended the fans.
Basketball Fund
But it is also a sign of
Campbell was fired.
the times. It's a sign that the
But there's a clean slate
<>Vertl'le half\vcf
community
has
been
now.
p(ijnt.
inspired by Westem's supMary Taylor Cowles, a
port of this program.
former Western player,
They've come through
emerged as the top choice for
ogtatn has
financially.
coach. Players liked her, fans
But now, the pressure is
liked her. The university
If
on Cowles.
hired her.
She's got the money, the
And administrators made l}QQl~l
support of the university
it clear: We want the proand the backing of the com-

I

'9leM

/

gram back on its feet and - - - - - - -munity.
we'll do what it takes, finanIt's her tum to show us
cially and otherwise, to help.
she deserves it.
Last year, they created the Lady
Topper Basketball Enhancement Fund, a
This editorial represents the majority
$500,000 fundraising effort. It was opinion of the Herald's JO-member board
Westem's way of supporting Cowles.
of student editors.

Editorial

/

-

Extra "bioterror"
training never hurts
little knowledge can go a long with it," he said.
way.
It's true. Bowling Green will likely
Last year, Western had an never be the center of a terrorist attack or
anthrax scare. Thank.fully, the biological warfare, but anything's possible
University had a plan to deal with such a these days. It's better to know, just in case.
potential disaster.
Similarly, WKU Health Services nurse
We're glad people at
Patti Banahan is trying to
Western are continuing to
learn as much about how
.....111. . . Some
learn about dealing with
to identify, isolate and
problems like preparing
~ memt,ets are t~J<..
treat bioterrorism vieing eXl:re.lnrtla~ to
for potential nuclear and
tims.
biological threats.
make sure Western is
"We want to know
Though those threats
Pfepared tot biotetrot,
that if it does happen,
seem far away, no one
that we're prepared, and
that we can do it, and
can be too careful. Being
will do it, no
matter
prepared is important.
~e
sorry. Get all
what
it
takes,"
Banahan
Last month, Campus
of the'.traln!ng you can
said.
Police Chief Robert
get.
There's
enough
Deane attended a seminar
problems
in
the
world
about how to deal with
today
to
worry
about.
We're
thankful
that
nuclear incidents. He's now encouraging
these
people
and
their
departments
are
taksome of his key officers to attend the
course. Together, they'll be able to teach ing time to learn about issues so we don't
all of the officers in Bowling Green what have to worry.
Thanks for watching out for us.
they have learned.
Deane said it best.
This editorial represents the majority
"I want to go on the pretense that we
need to know, but hopefully it will never opinion of the Herald's JO-member board
happen, and we'll never have to really deal of student editors.

4

._,.....Bett~r
tpn

♦

Letters shouldn't be more than 250

wonts.
♦

Letters ntUSt include your name,
phone number, hometown and classification or title. Without it, they will not be

herald@wkuherald.corn.
♦ Call us at 745--6291.
♦ Visit our office at 122 Garrett
Conference Center
The Herald reserves the right to edit
all letters for style. grammar, length and
clarity. Libelous letters will not be printed. Letters may not run in every edition

Tops and Bottoms •••
We're happy Presley Nash's bone marw transplant was a success. We hope she
ts back to Bowling Green soon.

All sixteen of the luxury suites in Diddle
Arena have been sold. We just hope Diddle
ready in time to use them.

Kudos to the students who camped
t on South Lawn last Wednesday.

To whoever is carrying guns into dorms
and robbing students, it needs to stop.
Students should lock their doors and watch
out for each other.

antytown raised $700 for the homeless.
ur generosity will make lives easier.
Western's football team is back on top.
e team is tied for first place in the gateay Conference. Good luck this weekend!

I read The Wall Street Journal. on issµes. Other times, I take the
I'm conservative.
"liberal" stance.
I don't like the Fox News
If I can't figure it out, I really
Channel. I'm a liberal.
don't think strangers
I eat Apple Jacks cerecan, even if they think
al. I'm a liberal. (Just
otherwise.
kidding.)
But it doesn't matter.
If it were only so easy.
Ultimately, it's my
We wouldn't even have
decision whether I
to have elections. It
choose to take a politiwould save a lot of pain
cal stance. It doesn't
and ballots in Florida.
matter to anyone except
(All we would have to do
myself.
is group peoMai Hoang
I know I don't care
ple based on
who watches the Fox
their interests we News Channel.
could put churchgoers
I don't care if people protest
for Bush and all the
wars or abortion clinics.
pro-choice folks for
People have individual personGore.)
alities that go beyond "liberal" or
But that's not reali"conservative." It takes more than
ty.
knowing what newspaper someIt's amazing how
body reads to really know a perpeople who don't know son.
me think they can
Forget the labels. They' re never
?etermine ~y political makeup
really that accurate anyway.
Just by makmg a few assumptions.
In reality, I don't know where 1
stand politically. Sometimes I . Mai _Hoang is a junior print
agree with "conservative" stands Journalism and religious studies
double major from Louisville.

People have
individual

that go
beyond

Here's how to reach us.
♦ 5..n1an us at

considered for publ.wation.
♦ The Herald typically runs one letter
per person per semester.
due to space constraints.

Most people won' t vote this
year. Still, most everyone has
been boxed into some political
cause.
It's not always fair.
Determining your political
affiliation seems as easy as deciding
to shop at the Gap, Abercrombie
and Fitch or Wal-Mart for your
clothes.
People seem to group those in
our society into political groupings, not only by where they stand
on politic al issues but by
the things they do on a
daily basis.
When I registered to
vote, I had no idea if I
was a Republican or a
Democrat. I registered as
an independent, because
I thought maybe I was
neither.
But over the years, it
appears that people have
decided for me.
I enjoy going to church. I'm
obviously conservative.
I want to be a journalist. I have
to be liberal.

personalities

Letters to the editor policy
♦ Originality <.:OUDts. This isn't class.
so please don'tsubmit plagiarized mater•
ial.

Political labels limit individuality,
are not always accurate

If you want to institute change, you have to
speak out. We wish more people had
attended the dining services forum. It could
use some improvement.

"liberal" or
"conservative."
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Safety walk ferretting out dangers
walk."
Tice said proper lighting on
campus was a focus for the
The journey began in the group.
Valley.
"We tried to look at existing
Sixteen people - students and lighting and the way it has been
administrators - marched up the
Hill and back down searching for maintained," Tice said. "We had
dark alleys, busted lights and dan- problems with existing lights out,
gerous spots as part of a campus and then tried to identify areas
that need additional lighting."
safety walk.
Tice and others who participatMembers of the Student
' Government Association, Facil- ed in the safety walk found badly
ities Management, campus police lit areas in some parking lots and in
and Gene Tice, vice president of areas near Cherry Hall, Gilbe1t
k Student Affairs and Campus Hall, Grise Hall and Downing
Services, roamed campus after University Center.
Crosswalks were another
dark Monday searching for
! unsafe areas.
topic of interest.
"There were some discussions
]
SGA President Jamie Sears
about traffic flow and pedestrian
said student safety is a priority.
"We walk all over campus and crosswalks," said Doug Ault,
1
look for places that are unsafe to Facilities Management director.
walk due to the sidewalks, lack of "Those are some things that will
I sidewalks or lighting," Sears said. be addressed in the future. It's just
"We want to make sure the cam a question of what priority they
I pus is safe at night for student~ to take in the scheme of things."
BY JESSICA SASSEEN

Herald reporter

I

I
I

l

SGA has conducted a campus
safety walk every semester for the
past three years. Louisville senior
Mark Rawlings, a member of
SGA judicial council, has been
present for all of them.
He said the walk is a positive
way for students and the administration to work toward the same
goal.
"I think it's a good idea to keep
doing the walks, if for no other
reason than to identify lights that
have gone out," Rawlings said.
While a number of problems
were found during Monday's safety walk, funding for repairs may
be hard to come by.
"Obviously money is always a
concern," Tice said. 'There is no
way we can do everything at
once, but every year we have
opportunities."

Reach Jessica Sasseen at
news@wkuherald.com.

Parricia Hess/Herald
Doug Ault, director of Facilities Management, points out a spot that needs to be better lit
as Henderson sophomore Nick Todd, left, and Steve Keown, front right, a maintenance services technician, look on.
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Of course, using condoms is the only way to protect

Many women stop having periods altogether after a few

yourself against HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted

months and some may experience a slight weight gain.

diseases, but make sure you're also as protected as

You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant,

possible against pregnancy. That's why more women than

if you have had any unexplained periods, or if you have

ever are choosing Depo-Provera - it's 99.7% effective

a history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver

when administered on time every 3 months.

disease. When using Depo-Provera, there may be a
possible decrease in bone density.

Remember. Depo-Provera doesn't protect you from
1

Depo-Provera. One of the best and most convenient ways

HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases.

to protect yourself from pregnancy. Ask your health care
Some women using Depo-Provera experience side

professional if prescription Depo-Provera is right for you.

effects. The most common are irregular periods or spotting.

it as somewhere they could go
as an off-campus hangout
spot."
Owner Tom Chang said the
prospect of having to move his
restaurant worried him. He said
other Bowling Green restaurant
owners told him it could take as
long as six years to rebuild a
restaurant in a new location.
He was also concerned with
losing his customer base- 95
percent of his business is from
Western, he said.
"We would have to totally
start over again," he said.
"Different looatlon, different
situation, different quality."
Since hearing of the
SKyPAC board's decision,
Chang has decided to resume
remodeling plans for his
restaurant this summer.
He said he wants to repaint
areas in the restaurant, buy new
equipment and place a sign in
front of the restaurant. Happy
Inn has been without a sign for
two years.
"We're the only restaurant
that doesn't have a sign in the
United States," Chang joked.
Chang is still concerned that
he may have to move someday,
but said he wants to move forward with his plans for the
restaurant.
"I don't care. I just need to
do what I have to do. I can't
wait anymore," he said. ''I'm
going to forget about this and
do what I have to do."
Western students, like
Jackson sophomore Josh
Collins, were happy to hear
that the nearby Chinese restaurant isn't closing or moving.
"Everybody loves it," he
said. "It's part of the culture of
Western."
Brianne Nickelsberg , a freshman from New Albany, Ind.,
and La Grange freshman Emily
Tolle are roommates in Central
Hall. They said they order from
Happy Inn at least once a week.
Nickelsberg said she likes
the restaurant because the food
is good, cheap and it can be
delivered to their room.
"It's good because I don't
have a car," she said.
Ruby said now that the
Muckrakers know Happy Inn
isn't closing after all, they want
to play a show there this spring.
"We're going to continue to
play there as Jong as it's open,"
he said. "There's no more final
show. No more Happy Inn
going-away parties."

Reach Mai Hoang at
news@wkuherald.com.

See what Depo-Provera is all about.

Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or
visit Depo-Provera.cooo.

Birth con~rol
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Students ready BREAK: Plan up in air

CONTINUED holl FIIOIT

Pan

The 2123rd's training will
begin at the 8,500-acre
Wendell Ford Training Center,
a reclaimed strip mine owned
by the U.S. Army near
Greenville, Ky. The unit will
then go to Fort Riley, Kan., for
more training.
The 21123rd, along with
guardsmen
from
South
Carolina, will relieve soldiers
from Fifth Corps, which began
its peacekeeping mission in
1995.
Sgt. 1st Class Daniel Alexander, spokesman for the battalion, said members of the
123rd will train in the country
until January, when they leave
for Germany.

"We'll be in Germany for about a
month," Alexander said. "Then, we'll go
to Bosnia for six months."
Alexander said the 15 Western students and other members of their unit will
spend about a year away from home.
While they are gone, Western's
National Guard student-soldiers will earn
full military pay, which is exempted from
federal income tax while they are
deployed, and $150 a month hazardous
duty pay, Alexander said.
Reach Dave Shinall at
news@wkuherald.com.
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Reach Joseph Lord at
news@wkuherald.com

Western alumnus and editorial cartoonist Bill Sanders' exhibit of about 50 c:u·n Saturday at the Kentucky
toons will Ope
d' 'de
satire-laden
cartoons,
Museum .Th
Id 1v1
.
ed under categories such ~s wor . n_at1on.
features and business, will be on display
from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
Over a career of 30-plw, years, Sanders
has voiced his opinion lhro~gh thousands
of cartoons depicting presidents.. public
figures administrations and olhcr issues.
Th; exhibit also displays lctt:rs th~t
Sanders and his newspaper rccc1.ved . m
response to his.c.ai:oon~. Some prmsc him
while others cnuc1ze his work.
-Olga Cm11i11

election," said Susan Kendrick, a
senior academic adviser from
Eastern.
This isn't the first time SGA has
asked the university for time off. In
I 991 , SGA suggested another calendar
change,
which
was
approved.
"The reason for fall break is
because the SGA petitioned the
University Calendar Committee,"
Bradley said.
Reach Jessica Sasseen at
news@wkuherald.com.

THURSDAV
$5 All You Care To Drink

FRIDA\'

fROIIT PU E

Western cable does not carry the
channel.
The Rob Nelson Show,
which began in September, is
\'kind of like Donahue meets
MTV," Archer said. Nelson, the
host, has previously been featured on FoxNews' 'The Full
Nelson."
Before an audience of about
100 people, Shepard and other
guests were interviewed about
their experiences of standing up
for their beliefs, she said.
Copeland, who was at the
Sept. J Klan Rally, said he was
asked to appear on the show as
a witness and to discuss how it
''impacted him.
"It was a brave and courageous act by a brave and coura-geous person," Copeland said.
The audience also shared
moments when they wished
they had stood against something they disagreed with,
Archer said.
When they finished taping,
Shepard stood from the couch
and began walking off the stage.
"A woman yelJed, 'Go
Laquetta,' when the cameras
were off," Shepard said.
It was an inspiration Shepard
said she appreciated.
Deborah Highland, South
Central Kentucky bureau chief
for The Courier-Journal, wrote
the newspaper story that landed
Shepard on the show. A representative called Highland ask' ing questions.
They weren't the only ones
- Highland said she's gotten
feedback on Shepard's story
from across the world.
"I think it demonstrates how
one person truly can make a difference, not just where she
lives, but halfway, well, all the
way across the country,"
Highland said.
Shepard was contacted Oct.
9 about appearing on the show,
but didn't get confirmation until
Oct 15 - two days before the
taping - that she'd be going.
Shepard said she chose to
appear on the show for the same
reason she stood among the
Klan supporters - to make a
statement.
The show's producers also
wanted someone who witnessed the rally but didn't walk
over to the Klan side, Shepard
said. She suggested Copeland
because he talked to her after
the rally was finished.
The trip wasn't all work for
Shepard and Copeland. They hit
the town during one of their
nights in L.A., visiting Sunset
Boulevard and the Laugh
Factory, a comedy club.
The Rob Nelson Show paid
for the Western students' hotel
room and travel. Shepard and
Copeland also had transportation and spending money provided.
They were back in Bowling
Green by Saturday. As it turns
out, Shepard may get more
recognition locally.
The Board of Regents will
vote at tomorrow's meeting on a
resolution
commending
Shepard for her action at the
Sept. 1 Klan Rally, said Liz
Esters, secretary for the board.

approval of members.
"Many, many things are important
for students to do as citizens, and certainly voting is one of them," she
said. "However, I don't know of any
reason that I have seen to justify calling off classes for yearly elections."
Other state universities, including
Eastern Kentucky and Murray State,
only close offices and suspend classes once every four years.
"We don't make Election Day a
holiday until it's the presidential

~-----

Cartoon exhibit to open

58 3 State St.
393-2077

Shepard to
talk on TV
CIINTIIIUED
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Birth

COl'\i:t"'OI

~ou -thil'\k ae.out jus-t 4- x a "jear:

• if you have had cancer of the breast
• if )CU have had a stroke
•• if
)CU have
have or
have had
blood
(phlebrtis) in )CUr legs
,r )'OU
problems
"'1th
yo,,rclots
i...., or,_ _

D£PO-PROYEI\A• Contraceptjve lnJectJon
( ~ acetat~ inJectabie suspensiot\ USP)

Thta product II lnl9nded to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect agaln8t HIV
Infection (AIDS) and other Nxu1Hy tranemltted dlteaN9,

• ,f )CU are aterg;c to DEPO·PROVERA {medroxyprogesterone acetate or arry of ltS other
ingredients).
What other thlnga ohould I conolder before ualng DEPO·PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
What II DIPO-PROYEAA Contrac:eptlve lnJeetlc,n?
DEP0-1'1\0VERA Cor,tracepwe lnject,on IS • fonn of brth control that IS JllV'!ll .. '"' You wil have a pl,y,,ca examination beklre your doctor f)tt5Cl'lbes DEPO·PROVERA. It IS
rnram,,cuar miection (a shot) in the buttock or upper arm once tNe/'f 3 months (I J wedcs~ To mportant to tell your health-are pra,,der ,f you have any of the follow,ng;
conbnue )<)Ir contraceptive pro1ection. )'O<I must re\\Jm for )'OUr next Injection promptly at the • a family history of breast cancer
end of 3 months ( 13 "'1!elcs). DEPO-PROVEAA contains medroxyprogeste acetate, a • an abnonral marMIOf'"tn (breast x-ray). fibrocyslic breast disease. breast nodules or lump,. or
ch«nial srnw to (but not the same as) the natlX1II hoffnolle ~ which IS l)rOOJCed • ~ your nipples
by )CUr CMtleS ciiring the second half of )CU' menstn,aJ qde DEPO-PROVEAA, acts by
~ your egg cells from npen,ng. If an egg ,s not released from the = es dunng )OU!" • iiTegular or scanty menstrual periods
menstruafqde, R amot become rert,f,zed by sperm and l6JI! in pregnancy. DEPO·PROVERA • hign blood pressure
ilso causes chanae, r, the l"""1! of )'OtJI' uteM that make R less hkely for prognancy to ocrur
: ~ne headaches
How 6cd'fe li DEl'O-l'ltl:JVrRA Contl'llceptiw Injection!
The efficacy of OEPO-PROVERA Contraceptr,,e lnJect,on depends on following the • epilepsy (convulsions or seizures)
recommended do~ schedule exactly (see "How often do I get my shot of DEPQ.PROVERA • d,abetes or a family history or diabetes
, ~~ lnject,on1'). To make sure you are not p ~ t when 'JOU first get • a h,story or depression
OEPO.f'ltOVEAA ContraceptJve lnJectiOO. your first iniectJon ITMJst be given ONLY dunng • if)CU are talon2 "'Y prescnptJon or over•the<ourter m<dcat,ons
the first 5 days o( a nonnaJ .menstrual penO<t ONLY Within the first 5 days after chtldbirth if not This product la Intended to prevent pr9g11811Cy. It doN riot protect agalntt
t,mst,feed,!'S and ,re,cdUMy breast-feed,ng, ONLY at the sixth week after chidb,rth, It II a tranamleelon of HIV (AIDS) and other Nxually tranamltted d...... auch H
l9n!!·teml lriiecubie contracept,ve when administered at 3-month ( 13•week) mterva!s chlamydia, genital herpea, genital warta, gonon11ea, htpatitll 8, and ayphlllt.
OEPO.f'!IO',,tAA Contraceptive iriect,on" <Nfr ffil, etrecwe. malan2 R one of the most reJoable
methods o( birth control available. This means that the ~ ar,;.,.r~ rate IS less than What If I want to become pnt11nant after ullng OEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive
one for tMry 100 women who use DEPO-PROVERA. The effec!rYe(>ess of most contracepwe Injection?
methods depends ,n part on how reliably each woman uses the method The effectNeness of Because DEPO-PROVERA is a long•acting b,rth control method, rt takes some time after yo<r last
00'0-Pf\OVERA deQerlds o«y on the patient re\\Jming ~ 3 months (13 wedcs) for her next tjectoon foritselfect towearoft Based on the resultsirom a large study done in the United States.
injection. .Y°"' health-are pra,,der wil help )'OU compore DEPQ.f'ROVERA "'1th other for women who stop using DEPO-PROVERA r1 order to become pregnant. rt IS e,cpected that
contraeept,ve methods and J!Ye you the 111formation )CU need 111 order to decide which about halfor those who become pregnant WI! do so 111 about. Io months after thetr last ~
about two thirds of those who become ~ WI! do so ,n about 12 months; about 8~ of
contracepwe method is the right choice for )'OU,
those who become pregnant will do so ,n about 15 months: and .about 93% of those who become
The folowina table !hows the percent of women who got ~ whle us,ng ddferent kinds or pregn'"1t wil do so 111 about 18 months alter their last rljectJon. The length of time you use
contracep!M methods. It ~ both the lowest e,q,ected rate of prepncy (the rate expected tJE!'O.f'RCNEAA has no efed on hem kl<-« ( takes you to beo:xne ~ • y o u ""P usrc 11.
,n women who use each method exactly as ~ should be used) and the typical rate or pregnancy What ,,. the rleka of ualng DEPO-l>ROVERA Contraceptfv• Injection?
(which includes 'MlCTltn YA>o become prep,! because they forgot to use their bkth control or IJr,egulor Mensuuol 8/eed,ng
The ,ide effect reported most frequ,,ntly by women who use DEPO·PROVERA (or
because they clod not follow the directions exactly).
contraception 1S a change " !her norni.i menstrual qde. o..mg the irst rear of us,ng
,.,_olW-~_,-PNgnoncy
DEPO·F'ROVERA. )'OU m,ght ha,,. one or more of the folowm2 changes; lf're2I.W or
In 1M l'lrot Y- of Contln-,. UM
unpredoctable bleed,ng or spott,ng an increase or d«rease ,n menstrual bleed,!'& or no oleeding
at all Unu,ually t,,avy or conbnuous bleed•ni however, ,s not a usual effect of OEPO·PROVERA;
lowfft
and if tin happens you shoukj ,.. your t , , ~ prov,der nght ""itf. With contmued use or
DEPO-PRO\iERA. bleedons! usually decreases. and many women stop having periods complete!)(
QEl'C>f'P.O',IEAA
OJ
OJ
In d,n,cal studies of DEf'O.PROVERA. 55% of the women studied reported no menstrual
02•
0.2•
bleed111g (amenonhea) after I )'ear of use. and 68% of the women stud,ed reported no menstrual
02
0.4
bleed,,e after 2 )'W'S of use. The. reason that your penods stop ~ because DEPO-PRO\/ERA
01
015
CJUseS a resting state 111 your ovanes. When yo,, ovanes do not release "' egg monthly, the
1111tregular monthlf growth of the ln,ng of your uterus does not ocrur and. therefore. the bleeding
Oral CONn<<pM (pol)
l
that comes witfi )'OUr nom,al menstruation does. not take place. When )'OU stop u•ng
Co,-bned
01
DEPO-PROVERA )'OU' menstrual pe,iod WIii usually. 1n tme, return to its normal cycle.
05
~~
2.&ne MnerrJ ~
w
l
Use or DEPO·PRO'lERA may be assooated "'1th a decrease in the amount or mineral stored "
your bones. Ths coukj in=ase your nsk of develop,ng bone fracwre,. The ratt of bone m,neraJ
2.0
~
loss ~ greatest ,n the early )'eat1 or DEPO-PROVERA use,but after that. rt begins to resemble the
r--r 380A
O!
normal rate of age-related bone mneral loss
12
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Who IIIOuld riot UN 0£1'0,PROVERA ContraceptlYt Infection?

es

JCanc.,.

60ther R,sics
Women who use hormone-base<! contraceptNes m have
stroke. Also. if a contraceptive method r. I th . ay
an ,ncreased nsk of t;:l)Od c ot or
to develop outside of the uterus (ect "'~ ere "• posob,l,ty that the r,..,,,,ed egg w beg
tel your health<.ve pro,.,der ,r you ~.,,.,~~~e ti1ese ""
· r.re you
What symptoms may I
I -·,
I ted "tr · ,•
Contraceptive lnjectlon? a gna problems while using DEPO-PROVERA

""="'

;t'~~ pro,.,der ommedoately if any or these probf,ms "' "

r01 owina .,,

• shatp chest pa,n. cou;i,ng up of blood, sudden,..,__ ___ _
,n the lung)
or
~~ "'""'of breath {indabog a po,•ble
• sudden severe headache or vomitJng. d ·
·
speecn weakness. or nt.rnbness " an : ess or fainting. problems w,th your eye,,,:-i or

t

'. ~;.,~~;J~~,:<(,ndab~ a~~~~~swke)

• severe pa,n or tenderness ,n the lower abdominal area

• persistent pa,n. pus or bleed,ng at the 'niection Site
What .,. the poulble aide effect8 of DEPO
I.We,gl>t Ge,., .
•PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
You may expenence a weiRht gain wh 1
the.women who used DEPO-PROVERAe,~n~ ~ ng DEPO-PROVERA. About two '.h1rd
di.ring the first )ear of use. You '!la)' cootroe to •-S~edft a WC<ght ga,n of about 5 pou
wie s;udy who used OEPO-f>ROVERA for 2 ..... ·•-.,.ta er the Im )'OM. Women 11 one
those 2 yws, or ,wroximately 4
)'U'S
~ an average total of a I pourlds
average total or 13.8 pounds
year.
men who conbnued for 4 )'Oar, gaine-'
who con1irued for 6 yws gaoned an ~ ';'ot"f'f:ma
6. tely 15 pounds per year. Wornc,,
0
5 pounds over~ 6 )'ear1,
~P0""dsperrea,: -·-·-.-

a,e,.P;t;:;};ler

-ss,1\1=

In a d,nical study of a,e, 3900 'Mlm
women reported the following effects who used DEPO·PROVERA for up to 7 rear>, S0m"
OEf'O.l'RO'/EAA: lmi!,,lar menstrual ~ or may not have been related to their use or
~ cizmess. ~ or fatigue. decreased
~
~che.
abdomn.ll
doschari!e or lmtabon, breast swell,ng and t nd
VC>K •• i<1! tramps.
"'3glTl,l)
~
.~sion. inso1Mia, acne, P<M< ,!; em~ bloabng. swelong of the hands or Te·!
,..,...,_ and )Olnt pa,n. Other problen,, ~ ~ e tbygrowth or e,ccess,vc hair loss, rast- h t
trws. but some of these coud be senou,.
":'Y few of the mmen., tho c
nfection,, allerR,c reactions. famtoni para1ys.s.
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Mascot contest

Carving out a niche

Big Red tied for 4th
r.
r

BY SHAWNTAYE
HOPKINS

"Mascots signify the
true spirit behind col-

Herald reporter

lege football."

Thomas Cordy/Herald

Western sophomore Dana Mangold, right, and two friends, hang out at her apartment
on the corner of College and 13th Streets preparing pumpkins for Halloween.

GREA

Wakin' Up In Reno (R) ..................................
White Oleander (PG-13).................................
The Transporter (PG-13)................................. 2:10
1:30
Brown Sugar (PG-13) .....................................
Tuck Everlasting (PG) .................................... 12:50
The Rules of Attraction (R) ............................
1:00
Jonah: The Veggie Tales Movie......................
Sweet Home Alabama (PG-13) ....................... 2:00
1:30
Sweet Home Alabama (PG-13) .......................
The Tuxedo (PG-13) ........................................ 2:30
One Hour Photo (R) ......................................... 1:45
The Barbershop (PG- I 3).................................. 1: 15
Signs (PG-13) ................................................... I :50

J·

::,.~.

_

.

He's one of the most
prominent figures at Western.
In the words of Tiffany
- Pam Giranlo
Tohill, a freshman from
Capital One spoktswoman
Nashville, Tenn., "He rocks
my socks."
As one of the finalists,
Now he, or maybe it, Western was given $5,000 for
needs Western's support.
scholarship and fu$ding of
Big Red, the Hill's furry the mascot program. The
blob of a mascot, is repre- winner will receive an addisenting
Kentucky
and tional $5,000 for the proWestern in the first Capital gram, which pays for cosOne National Mascot of the tume cleaning and other
Year contest.
expenses.
The character joins 12
"(M~scots) signify the true
finalists on the All-American spirit behind college footmascot team.
ball," said Pam Girardo, a
The winner is selected on Capital One spokeswoman.
the merit of online voting and
She said mascots are
a nomination packet. It will "unsung heroes" and the
be announced at the
competition \'gives
Capital One Bowl on
them a chance to
Jan. 1 in Orlando,
shine and get the
Fla..
recognition
they
The finalists were
deserve." .
Beaver
. Dam
chosen from nominaCast your vote
senior
Wade
Raytions from NCAA
for Big Red at
mer has. been "the
Division I-A and Iwww.capi•
guy in the suit" for
AA schools with
talonebo\ti.com.l
three
and a half
football teams.
mascot_
vote.php.
years.
According to the
"I've always· enjVotes must be
Capital One Web
site, the five judges
received by 5 oyed entertaining
from Capital One,
p.m., Dec. 20. people and having
fun," Raymer said.
ESPN and the mascot
He said Big Red
community looked at
interaction with fans, ong-1- needs the support of students
nality, sportsmanship and to help the mascot win this
involvement in community competition.
"If we can get second
service to make their deciplace in the ~oting we still
sions.

OF

4:45
4:10
2:50
3:00
4:45
4:15

6:50
5:00
5:00
6:45
5:00

4:40
4:30
4:15

Box Office Opens at 3:30 Monday - Friday
Open Weekends at 12:30 ,.

7:20
7:10
7:15
7:30
7: 10
7:00
7:20

9:45
9: 15
9:50
9:25
9:30
9:45

have a chance of winning,"
Raymer said.
Students can vote at
www.capitalonebowl.com.
All votes must be received
before 5 p.m. Dec. 20.
Big Red is currently in a
fourth-place tie with Buzz the
Yellow Jacket of Georgia
Tech.
The Nittany Lion of Penn
State is in first place.
"The Nittany Lion better
not come to Bowling Green,"
Raymer said.
Several students, such as
Richard Gervais, a senior
from Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., are
waging their Big Red support.
"(Big Red) livens up the
game and is part of the whole
sports atmosphere," said
Gervais, an offensive lineman
on the football team.
He added that Big Red
gets a crowd that would otherwise be silent into the
game. Erin Valentino, a
junior from Oviedo, Fla.
agrees.
"A competition that amplifies school spirit is a good
idea," she said.
Jim Clark, associate director of athletics, expressed the
importance of a mascot.
"It is something that is
recognizable of your school
and something for fans to
rally around," he said.

Reach Shawntaye Hopkins at
features@wkuherald.com

S~j\. fails groWth bill
Body won't ask for
enrollment cap
BY JESSICA SASSEEN

Herald reporter
Student Government Association Congress, by a large margin, shot down a resolution
Tuesday that would have asked
Western to implement an enrollment cap.
A number of congress members, including SGA president
Jamie Sears, said they disagreed
with the measure, calling it too
drastic. Many suggested other
options that could be explored to
control the flow of students on
the Hill.
Mark Rawlings, a member of
SGA judicial council, suggested
the university raise test score
standards, add an essay to its student application or possibly raise
tuition, before it looks at an
enrollment cap.
Western's •enrollment has
increased from 14,543 students
in 1997 to approximately 17,770
this year.
Provost Barbara Burch said
Western is dealing with its

increased enrollment by maxi,
rnizing resources and existing
facilities. But hiring more fulltime faculty is the key, she said.
'That ·is probably the most
compelling need we have right
now - to make sure that we
continue to do things as well as
we are able," Burch said.
According to the proposed
resolution that failed Tuesday,
the university's budget, as well
as the state's budget, has not
kept pace with Western's enrollment The proposal said that by
not implementing an enrollment
cap, Western is overtaxing its
resources and reducing the university's reputation, standards
and marketability.
'
Some SGA members agreed
with the wording.
"I think uncontrolled growth,
rapid growth, is really important
to look at and examine," said
Dana Lockhart, a co-author of
the resolution. "I think that
we're growing too fast, and I
think it's having a negative
impact on faculty and staff and
on students on every level."
But an enrollment cap is a
measure Western officials are
doing their best to avoid Burch
said a cap is an option, but there
are better chOices.

...

iii

"Indeed, (SGA is) right that
we are certainly stretching our
resources," Burch said. "I do not
believe that we have come to a
point where we have negatively
affected quality."
President Gary Ransdell
agreed.
"I don't think an enrollment
cap would be the best way to
approach our options over the
next few years," Ransdell said.
"Our problems are more associated with a lack of funding from
the state rather than the growth
of our students."
Some members of SGA felt
that the issue of an enrollment
cap was not fairly debated.
"If we are going to be student
representatives, then we need to
be prepared to go for the long
haul, to burn the midnight oil for
the students concerning these
kinds of important issues," said
Brandon Copeland, SGA's vice
president of Administration.
"Unfortunately, last night was
not the kind of high quality of
debate that such an important
issue deserves, and I'm thinking
that's one of the reasons it didn't
find much support in Congress."

Reach Jessica Sasseen at
news@wkuherald.com
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► New• Brief•
Faculty recital
The music department is presenting a faculty recital featuring
Sylvia Kersenbaum on piano
with Hellen Motter as a guest
violinist The recital is at 7:30
p.m. Sunday, Nov. 3, in the fine
arts center recital hall.

Book festival kick-off

'Rental tuxedos may be lm<l8d to styles and avallabh1)'
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Southern

Column

Festival of Books will officially
kick-off at 9 a.m., Friday, Nov. 1,
in the Community Room at
Barnes and Noble.
The kick-off will include the
announcement of the authors,
fundraising efforts and other
activities.
For more information call
745-5263.
-Abbey Brown
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Columnist leaves BG in
attempt to evade police
Displays of ridiculous
amounts of school spirit upset
me. That's why I'm skipping
town this week during
Homecoming.
As you read this column, I'm
trudging deeper and deeper south
along the Natchez Trace.
I'm going to Oxford, Miss.,
where I will breathe the same air
and write the exact same hopelessly complicated and complex
sentences as the great, ingenius
American writer William "I need
a period somewhere in this mess
of words" Faulkner.
I'd be lying like a rug if I said
Homecoming was the reason I'm
fleeing. Coming down from a
testosterone high induced by a
recent victory in Western's shortlived arm wrestling circuit, I'm
scared to admit a defeat of any
kind. But I'm fleeing Western
police.
They're trying to cut down
my strut with scraps of paper, the
tan kind that read "Parking
Citation."
That's right ... I'm being
assaulted and battered with a
ticker tape parade of parking tickets. In the past two weeks, ticketers have slipped not one, but
two citations under the windshield wipers of my car.
I said no to these tickets in a
meek, teary-eyed, confused sort
of way.
Apparently, I broke the first
unwritten rule of gravel lot park-·
ing - thou shalt not park in
spaces lacking concrete bumpers.
I sauntered down to the police
station with a "2002-2003
Parking and Traffic Regulations"
booklet at my side and a showdown on my mind. I was gonna
fight the law and win.
As I reached the police hideout, I felt for my backup plan a checkbook.
"I got this parking ticket in the
gravel lot over on Kentucky
Street, and I really don't understand why," I said as I donned my
best puppy dog face.
I'd beat the ticket with a concise case built on two things playing dumb and actually being
dumb.

SUPERPICKS
Hollan Holm
The parking judge - actually
just an office clerk - took a look
at the ticket and managed not to
vomit at the "cuteness" of my
face.
"Just don't park there again,"
she said tearing the ticket in half.
Victory.
Unfortunately, the dark forces
of parking trounced on that triumph.
I got a $20 ticket for parking
in President Gary Ransdell's
space, even though I had justly
won it four days before in an
armed combat - arm wrestling.
Getting out of that ticket was
easy; I took it up the Hill instead
of down. I delegated a little
responsibility to the administration for once and let Master "G"
send the parking posse a note.
I'm getting out of here - at
the expense of my Homecoming
fun - before I get slapped with a
ticket I can't beat.

Holmcoming Picks '0
the Week
♦ The Step Show is at 8 p.m.
Saturday night at Bowling Green
High School. Tickets are $12 in
advance, if you buy them in the
Downing University Center
lobby from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
today and tomorrow.
♦ Come to Van Meter
Auditorium Sunday at 3 p.m. for
the Homecoming Choral Concert. It's free, and you'll get to see
me in a tuxedo faking my way
through the music. I might even
get an "A" in choir for plugging
this.
Badges? Hollan Holm don't

need no stinkin' badges. Pin him
at hollanholm@hotmail.com.

Let's Talk flbout•••
Communication Weeh 2002
Join the neuanment 01 Communication tor a
week 01 urovocauve events recouniZinu the vital
role of communication In our lives, our
prolessions and our culture.
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The physicians and staff of Women's Health Specialists are
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Women's Health Specialists will work with each young woman
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life. They offer a full spectrum of care from routine exams, such as
annual pap smears and prevention screenings, to discussions on
various birth control options. Obstetrical care for expectant mothers
and surgical procedures for gynecological problems are also
provided if needed.
Women's Health Specialists participates with most major insurance
companies.
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Television

Student's family on reality sh~
BY CLARE LOWTHER
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Herald reporter
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About 30 students gathered
in the McCormack Hall recreation room last Wednesday
night. They sat on couches
arranged so everyone would
have a good view of the television.
There was a sense of anticipation in the room. As they
munched on popcorn and chattered amongst themselves, a
student occasionally blurts out
a question.
"What's going to happen
tonight?"
"Do you know how far they
make it?"
"Who's going to win?"
At the center of the excitement is Lexington freshman
Ashlee Hyde. She sits in the
center of the room, dressed in
jeans and a T-shirt that reads
"Dad & Andrew The
Amazing Race 3" and politely
answers questions as best she
can.
Her father and brother,
Dennis and Andrew Hyde, are
one of 12 pairs participating in
the CBS reality show "The
Amazing Race 3."
The show pits teams against
one another in a race around
the world.
On this particular night,
Ashlee and her friends have
assembled to watch the third
installment of the show.
"Shh! Everyone be quiet!"
she screams as it nears 8 p.m.
"The show is about to start!"
The room grows silent as
the opening credits begin.
Some people smile nervously.
Others lean forward with anticipation.
"There they are!" someone
shouts as a picture of two contestants flashes onto the
screen.
"Oh! They're so cute!"
Hyde cries ..
"It's crazy, it's just unreal,"
she said. "I didn't really

There's more to I
reality TV and bad

Regular Updates

Must See Features

Campus News.
Isn't it about time you
brought something to
the conversation.

Go check out that new
flick before someone
tells you how It ends.

Dally Weather.
Now that you're going
out..• Umbrella? Coat?
Flood gear?

Cash for College.
Sure, college life costs
money.We'll even help
you find scholarships.

Calendar.
Find something to do.
See what's going down
on and off campus.

That's right, we know
what the future holds.
Pretty cool, huh7

Movie Ustings.

Daily Horoscope.

'

believe they would be on the would be great if I won,' but
show until I saw them."
you never expect to .actually
Hyde's long-time friend, win."
Lexington freshman Hillary
The duo left to begin taping
Napier, agrees.
the show in early August.
"It's so awesome," Napier Before they left, Ashlee Hyde
said. " It's weird to see some- gave them a piece of advice.
one you know on TV. Andrew
"I just told them to rememwas my cheerleading coach, ber that this was a competiand he's the same guy on the tion," she said. "You don 't
show (that he is in real life). have to be nice."
He's always real goal-orientAlthough excited for her
ed."
father and brother, she admits
Dennis and Andrew Hyde that their absence was hard at
were chosen from 25,000 times.
applicants. They auditioned at
On Aug. 14, the day Ashlee
Ashlee
Hyde's
moved into her
suggestion.
dorm room, her
"Ashlee was the
brother and father
first one to see the
were
racing
show, and she told
through Mexico.
me I should watch
"I think my
it since she knew l
mom was sad to
loved to travel,"
bring me here withDennis Hyde said.
out my dad," she
"Ashlee couldn't
said. " ... I was just
try out you
starting school, and
have to be 21 to be
my mom was home
on the show. So
alone, so it was
- Ashlee Hyde especially hard on
she thought AnLexington freshman her."
drew and I should
be on it instead.
Although
"Andrew brought the appli- Dennis Hyde couldn't be there
cation, and we did it almost as to help Ashlee get settled into
a joke, just so we could say we life at Western, his presence
had done it."
was still felt.
The auditioning process
"My dad gave me a card to
wasn't an easy one. First, the open the day I came here," she
father and son had to fill out an said. "It said 'Love ya babe!'
eight-page application and and had a little note and some
make a 3-minute video to send money in it."
to CBS, on which they joked
Dennis and Andrew Hyde
around and talked about their arrived back in the United
lives in Lexington.
States a few weeks after
Then they underwent physi- Ashlee came to Western. They
cal exams and traveled to quickly made 'their way to
Chicago and Los Angeles for Bowling Green to see her and
interviews with officials from her dorm room.
the show.
"I felt guilty (about not
Ashlee Hyde was shocked being there), like I had let her
when she learned her dad and, down," Dennis Hyde said. "We
brother had been chosen to be came down to visit her the next
on the show.
day after we got back."
Her father shared the sentiA little known family fact
ment.
was also brought to light with
"(Applying) was like buy- the show - Andrew's homoing a lottery ticket," Dennis sexuality.
"My brother Andrew is gay
Hyde said. "You think 'Hey, it

"It's crazy, it's

just unreal. I

didn't really

believe they
would be on the

show until I saw

them."

I
j
and that has come out.'' shlce
said. "It's not really ~ ~~crct
anymore - the whole iountiy
knows."
!
The show began its run on
Oct. 2, but until then DennJS
and Andrew couldn't talk
about certain aspects of the
show, including who won, to
anyone.
"I've begged, but they
won't say anything,'' Ashlee
said. "They just told me a little
about what the other contestan ts were like."
Shortly before leaving to
film the show, Andrew aod
Dennis, as well as the rest of
their family, signed coptracts
that would have a $10 million
price tag attached to divulging
any "Amazing Race" secrets,
Ashlee admits her life ~ s
changed since the show began.
She and her family have been
featured in TV Guide, USA
Today and the Lexington
Herald-Leader.
But she says she is enjoying
the media attention.
Dennis and Andrew Hyde
were ultimately eliminated
from the show on the night the
crowd gathered at McCormack
to watch them.
Ashlee said the experience
was a positive one for everyone involved.
''They had the time of their
lives," she said. "It was so
great to watch them and to s~
Andrew experience all these
new places. Dad's traveled a
lot, but Andrew had never been
out of the country.... He used
to call himself an 'international virgin."'
Dennis was also thrilled
with his adventure. He felt it
was a good opportunity for his
son to broaden his view of the
world.
He summed up the experience: ''They don't call it 'The
Amazing Race' for nothing."

Reach ~lare l.p~,6"f\fl

features@wkufi~~dt8.tf:Q'1J.
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BETIER: Noe breaks assist record
CDITINUEO FROM llCK PllE

On the court, Noe doesn't
speak much. She just sets. And
sets the tone.
"She is vocal when she needs

Wagner are known to joke a lot
"She leads by example, on and
off the court," freshman defensive to be," Hudson said. "She is
specialist Abby Borror said. "She somewhat reserved off the court,
adapts to everyone's personality." and I think the rest of our players
But it's her leadership on the would' agree that she can be a
court that has been
quiet, laid-back
more visible.
kid. But when she
The 1,238 assists
feels that someNoe has tallied this example, on and
thing needs to be
year are indicative
said
on the court,
of her ability to off
she'll get in your
make young players
- Abby Bom>r face in a hurry."
around her more
In an early seafreshman defeme specialist
successful.
Her
son
match-up
passes often put
against highly toutteammates in prime positions to ed Cincinnati, with the score tied
finish a play.
at 18 in the second game, Noe
"When I'm not playing a good turned to her teammates with a
game, she still sets me the ball scowl and barked her rallying cry.
because she still believes I can put
"Push ahead, guys. Push
it away," Wagner said.
ahead!"
In the eighth match of the seaThe ensuing 5-1 run by the
son against Delaware, Noe's 44 Lady Toppers gave them the
assists helped freshman Crystal momentum to pull away from the
Towler shatter the school record perennial Conference USA
for hitting percentage (.810).
power. Western beat the Bearcats

"She leads by

the court."

in straight games, in a march Noe
feels was the team's biggest win.
And as her team continues to
exceed expectations, Noe continues living up to them. In 2001,
she was named to the All-Sun
Belt second team for the second
straight year. She followed that
with a spot on the preseason first
team this year. A run at Sun Belt
Player of the Year is next, as she
has twice been named player of
the week in 2002.
"H I had a ballot in my hands
right now, Sara Noe would be the
Sun Belt Player of the Year,"
Hudson said.
While Hudson speaks highly
of his star setter, Noe speaks similarly of her coach.
"He is so knowledgeable
about every position," Noe said.
"He basically came in and
changed so many things that I did
skill-wise, and he taught me how
to be a leader."
She had a year to watch from
the bench, listening to Hudson
and watching Miller. And in the

· Hoops Picks

Thomas Cordy/Herald
Sara Noe has her hands full, carrying balls after practice
like she has carried her team all season.

three seasons since, with Noe setting up the offense, Western has
won 86 percent of its matches
(114-18), capturing back-to-back
Sun Belt East Division titles.
"I want to look back and see
that people remember who I was
and that I made a difference here
at Western," Noe said.
Noe has only one goal left to
fulfill: win the Sun Belt
Conference Tournament and take
the school to its first-ever NCAA
Tournament

Either way, Noe's place in his-

tory is locked in the record books.
'The setter she just passed
with the all-time assist record was
one of the great ones here,"
Hudson said. "(Sara has) got to be
mentioned with the greatest players that have played here."
The numbers tell as much. A
trip to the Big Dance would set it
in stone.

Reach Michael Casagrande at
sports@wkuherald.com

Three Lady Toppers were
named to the preseason AllSun Belt Conference team
Wednesday as Western's women
were
picked to finish
second in the
East Division.
Seniors
Check the
Kristina Covington
and
Web at .
Shala Reese
and
junior
Leslie Logsdon
were named to herald.com
the team after
a·
solid performances for the
~ oj f
'
Lady Toppers
last season.
' :
• I 1
On
the
men's
side,
Chris Marcus
,
t
was named preseason ·S~n Belt
Player of the Year and Western
was picked to win the East for
the third straight year.

ww,v.wku-

for

women's

soccer. '

- J. Michael Moore
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NOTES: Let's.get behind Big Red
I

CONTIIIUED FROM BACK PACE

l know I say "him" when
talking about the big guy/gal,
but that's just a man talking. You
women should get out there and
scream for all those who think
Big Red wears a dress when not
running around naked at sporting events. A vote for Big Red is
a vote for gender equality.
See, real change. Go to
www.capitalone.com and make a
difference.
I mean, really. What is a
Nittany Lion? Lions I get.
Nittany? No. And Miami's
Sebastian the Ibis? Huh? Ibis?
I assume it's a bird, but how
many times have you remarked
at a beautiful ibis soaring over-

head? Sorry, they can't win.
And The Bird? Are you going
to let Air Force give Western The
Bird? No good.
\
But you can bet those auys at
Air Force got an official order to
go vote. And all the other frontrunners have way more folks on
their campuses. So it'll be tough.
All we have is the coolest
mascot ever to be thought up just
before closing time at a bar - I
don't care what they say, somebody got drunk, started doodling
on a cocktail napkin and said,
"Hey, let's just use a fat, sexless
creature with no hint of physical
prowess or genealogical connection to any other living thing."
And aren't you glad they did?
Let's pay tribute to that genius

and stand up to be heard.
Go. vote. Tell your friends. Call
your parents. Cheat You can only
vote once, technically, but just
delete the cookies on your computer and click on Big Red again.
This is our chance to shine.
Parki1.g will continue to suck.
Food j)rices on the Hill may rise.
And the football team may never
get tl1t.: support it deserves.
But sitting in your dorm, waiting fo1 the tow truck company to
call you back, munching on a $10
hot dog, across from an empty
Smith Stadium, you'll have a
share In a national crown - king
of the furry guys, er, things.

Reach Kyle Tucker at
sports@wkuherald.com

TOPPERS: Fill-in defenders critical
CONTINUED FROM BACK PAGE
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Dinner Fer Two
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TD BB CDUPLBS. S
With w_ork and kids, it ain't healthy how the
most important relationship in the family
kinda' falls_ by the wayside.

That's why Thursday Nights, we're lightin' candles.
puttin' on quiet music and pairin' up some of our
most popular meals for only $24.99. And to
make it just a little cozier. we'll throw in
FREE chips 'n' queso as a warm-up and our
Chocolate Nachos as a dessert to share.
No need to dress up or make reservations. Just bring
each other and spend a couple hours refreshing the
relationship that keeps ycr family goin' strong.

i 1:Jo"1"

:::.m~\
TIB CBOICI or ANT TIO:
* TW 10 OZ. SIRLOIN
* 6 OZ. FILBT
* PACIFIC MARI MARI
* TEQUILA SALMON
* BAJA BURRITO
* BADLANDS BURRITO
* CBIOIEN
BREAST,
OBBYBNNB STYLE
DBSRITI

* OBICIBN
BREAST,
TW STYLE

(Includes yer choice of a Trusty Sidekick)

TUMBLEWEED·
SOUTHWEST GRILL
,unucum

'fi-i_n::">__!780

__
.._Q•....

Bowling Green
Scottsville Rd.- 8.42_-5_1_11 _

FOR RENT

...................

Great deal 2 bdrm. apt.
$350/mo. Lease and deposit
required 846-2397.

•••••••••••••••••••
Western Place Apartments
Minutes From Campus!
4 bdrm- 4 bath $320 & $330
per month/ per person.
(Includes Utilities & C~ble)
Lease & Deposit Reqmred
www.theplacetolive.com
781-5600

3 bdrm. house for rent at
319 College St. Reference &
deposit required. No smoking
or pets allowed. $500/mo.
Call 842-4923 or 991-3192.

•••••••••••••••••••

SPRING BREAK

...................

•········•···......

•••••••••••••••••••

Close to campus 1 bdrm. apt.
$275-$300 month. Lease and
. requrr
· ed 846-2397.
deposit

8

13V

················~··
*** ACT
NOW! Guarantee
the best spring break prices!
South Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco,
Florida & Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE,
Reps Needed, EARN $$$.

···················

1-800-795-4786 or email
•
I
sal es@suncoastvacat1ons.com.

...................

SPRING BREAK '03 with
...................
StudentCity.com!
Air, Hotel,
1 bdrm apt. at 123 E. 11th.
FREE FOOD & DRINKS
Washer/dryer included, ~~r~
and 150% Lowest
wood floors $275 plus ut1ht1es.
Price Guarantee!
3 bdrm. at St. James
REPS WANTED! Earn
1133 Chestnut, some ut1ht1es
2 FREE TRIPS, VIP
paid, $575/mo.781-8307
treatment & cash!
...................
Call l-800-293-1445 or email
Large apartment! _3 bdrm&
1 1/2 baths. Large kitchen
. sales@studentcity.com!
•
living room combodryer
'.Dishwasher, wish~afer fur- ·
#l Spring Break Vacati~ns!
Close to WK$ 500/mo plus
ll0% Best Prices! Mex~co,
nished. Re1:t F mor~
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
deposit. or
information call.1
Texas. Book Now &
(270) 843-8722 or
Receive Free
(270) 843-6019
Parties & Meals.
e Apartment,
Campus Reps Wanted!
Rent Western P ac $320/mo
1-800-234-7007
S • semester. . .
p~mgl des all utihttes.
endlesssummertours.com
me u .
ti es Call
No depos1t2<>:f2fASAP!
(27~.---

1-888-TffiNKSUN
(1-888-844-6478 dept 2626) /
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

...................

Spring Break $Cash$!
Save 20%' on Gasoline, Earn
FREE Gas, Make $$$
to pay for Spring Break.
Call for details
(270) 725-4320
or lof onto:
sbdevelopment.appgas.com

..................

~

Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica From $429!
Free Breakfast, Dinners &
Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Group Leaders
Free! Florida
Vacations from $149!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

eighth with Evansville.
The Purple Aces will v1s1t
year to beat No. 1 Stanford.
Bowling Green Friday night in a
"We are coming off of a really pivotal game for both teams.
tough road trip," Holmes said.
'The boys will be ready to
'The Missouri Valley Conference play," Holmes said. "And I have
is one of the toughest, if not the to keep them from being too
toughest, conference in the coun- ready."
try."
Western lost to the Purple
And if the Toppers have any Aces 4-1 last year.
hopes of making the conference
Junior goalkeeper Daryl
tournament, they'll need to win Sattler, who leads the conference
two of their final three games.
in saves, will be key to the effort.
Eight of the 10 teams qualify
"Our defense has been getting
for the Missouri Valley tourna- better all season," freshman
ment, and Western is tied for defender Clay McMillan said.

MISC

HELP WANTED

WKU Women's Basketball is
looking for male students to
practice against. Applicants
must be enrolled full-time at
WKU and possess knowledge
& skills of the game.
Attendance is required @ all
practices. Mon., Wed., Fri.,
& Sat. from l -4pm; Tues.
& Thurs. from 3:45- 6:45pm.
If interested, please call Brian
@ (270)745-6574.

Bartenders needed.
No experience necessary.
Earn up to $300 a day. Call
1-866-291-1884 ext.u232

...................

•••••••••••••••••••

FOR SALE

...................

'99 Black Soft top Jeep
Sound Bar 30" tires, great
condition. $14,500 negotiable
(270) 303-9578

•••••••••••••••••••

HELP WANTED
•••••••••••••••••••
Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!
www.dollars4opinions.com

•••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••

Bartending Trainees
needed. $250/day
potential. Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 214.

--·--

But the offense has slowed;
from its early season scoring pace.;
They already have more goals:
than a year ago, but have managed:
only five goals in their six confer-!
encegames.
But Western isn't worried.
•
"We feel like we have been:
playing well, even though we!
have lost some close games,"~
McMi Ian said. "We'll be ready:
for Evansville."

Reach Danny Schoenbaechler at
spor1s@wkuheral.d.com

•••••••••••••••••••

...................

Work for the
College Heights Herald.

Applications in Rm. 122
Garrett Conference Center
745-2653

•••••••••••••••••••

is se, king a highly organized
in,hviaual to serve as a

Pait-time Fundralslng
Coordinator
for its annual fundra1sing event,
Bowl For Kids' Sake.
Public Relations, marketing
, r related majors are
rncouraged to apply.
Fie. ible schedule typically
Monday - Friday 8pm -5pm
A ailable immediately.
Please call 781-US0 Or stop by our
offi,c at 716 Ea9t 10th Avenue

Fraternities• Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this se_lT)ester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundra,smg c·vent. qu_r programs
make fundraislng easy with no risks. Fundra,smg dales are
filling quickly, so get with the program! It works .. Gontact
CampusFundraiser at fi888) ~23-3238, or v1s1t

www.campus undra1ser,com

Golden Blade
in the Greenwood Mall carries a wide l'llriety of movie swords,
martial arts supplies, self-defrense prod11cts, blow guns & collectable & brand name knives. All this '11 addition to the body
piercing and jewelrv!

I

~

NOW HIRING!
Seasonal with possible permanent shifts avail~ble.
We have 2 day (10-4) & some weekend (vanous
hours) positions open. One exper enced ~ales person
in our thriving inline store, & one expenenced sales
person in our newly opened jewdry cart. Stop by
Golden Blade for an application. 782-7090

•••••••••••••••••••
Full-time lawn specialists
wanted for 2003 Season
Training Benefits.
Apply in person at
400 Center St. 9:00-4:00
Monday thru Friday.

...................

-·--

.
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ALNE: Tops, Purple Aces tied for 8thl

SPRING BREAK

Group Discounts for 6+.

Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise!
5 days $299! Include Meals,
FREE UTILITIES!! & Mi~utes
Parties! Awesome Beaches,
to campus. New carpet, private
Nightlife! Departs From
laundry, huge pool. 1 b~
Florida!
$459; 2 bdrm $549 all ut1ht1es
Get Group- Go Free!!
included. Call now 781-5471 ·
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
Only one 4 bdrm left!
Adjacent to campu~.
Wanted!
All appliances includmg
Spring Breakers!
washer & dryer. CALL
Reps travel for FREE!
SIMS REALTY. 842-7919.
Lowest Price Guarantee! Call

----

ALL YOU Cl.I BAT
ITBll l P0T&T0BI

yards after being listed as the fifth
wideout in the preseason.
He benefited from playing
receiver a couple of seasons at
Memphis, but said a lot of his
success can be attributed to wide
receivers coach T.J. Weist.
"He's a pretty intense coach,
and he keeps us focused throughout the week," Rooney said.
Maslowski is getting another
chance to start after junior linebacker Erik Dandy tore his ACL
last_ Tuesday.
When he got his chance
Saturday at Southwest Missouri
State, he didn't disappoint. He
had seven tackles, a sack, a forced

fumble and a fumble recovery.
challenge for our detense."
"I think (last) weekend I proved
So if the starters are the oil in
I can play," Maslowski said.
the Toppen;' engine, these role;
When Western (5-3, 3-1 players could be the fuel injectors~
Gateway) takes on Indiana State that drive Western to its first
(3-5, 1-2) as part of Homecoming Gate'w,1y championship.
this Saturday, the reserves-turned"If you look at any champi-:
starters could again play a major onshir team at any level,":
role in the outcome.
Harbaugh said, "football, basket-;
The defenders will have to ball, baseball, it really doesn't:
slow down first-team All- matter when you go through a:
Conference senior quarterback long s, ason ... there's going to be:
Julian Reese, who leads the games that are won, there are !
Sycamores in rushing and passing, going to be games that slip away, !
averaging 212 total yards agame. because a player stepped into a:
"He demonstrated enough in 1'(}le that he wasn't prepared for•
real bad weather conditions Oast "either mentally or physically." ~
year) to show us that he's a quality, quality player," Harbaugh Reach Keith Fam.er at
said. '1t's going to be a difficult sports@wkuherald.com

.

• ••••••••
···························-·············
•
Look for your
•
••
WKU Basketball Preview
•
•
~ Women's & Men's
•• ~
'<JY
November 7 & 14
•
•••••••••••••••••••
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Not.able

Ooatacta

• Senior setter Sara Noe has
4,596 career assists for the volleyball team. If each one represented
afoot, she'd be just 684 assists
away from a mile.

SPORTS

Sports editor Kyle Tucker:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Andreas Fuhrmann:
photo@wkuherald.com
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Column

Can't a blob get some
love around here?
Western, takes down the big boys,
We've got a chance to knock
off Miami, Penn State, Florida,
Alabama, even Air Force.
They're all lined up like bowling
pins, and our rolly polly of a mas.-•
cot, the wide-bodied blob Big
Red, is poised to flatten them all.
But you've got to push him.
Our plush, lovable icon is one
of 12 finalists for the Capital One
National Mascot of the Year. And
he's holding his own.
Big Red is tied for fourth in
the online voting with Georgia
Tech's Buzz the Yellow Jacket at
two percent of the tally. They trail
Penn State's Nittany Lion, who
has 40 percent, The Bird of Air
Force with 38 and Miami's.
Sebastian the Ibis with 13.
,
This has to change. No mascot
in history has ever been in more
ESPN commercials. No other
mascot has ever been so clever in
maintaining gender ambiguity.
Saturday Night Live's old Pat
character wasn't this good.
.
Big Red represents us all,
male or female.

PIAYGROUND Narns

Kyle Tucker
OK, so you don't show up to
voice your disapproval of food
services. You won't rally to cry
out against the parking travesty.
And some days only 6,000 of you
show up to support a nationally
ranked football team in a stadium
that holds 17,000. ·
Fine.
But please, stand up and take
notice. You've got a chance to do
something big here. You've got a
chance to affect real change.
Even if Daddy Dennis and
Monster Marcus don't lead the
hoop heads to the Sweet 16 this
year, you can come together and
make sure little guys are noticed.
It's time the underdog, midmajor, whatever you want to call

Thomas Cordy/Herald
Western senior setter Sara Noe listens to Coach Travis Hudson during practice yesterday at the Preston Center.
WITH A TEAM FULL OF YOUNGSTERS, THE SETTER IS KEY. AND FOR WESTERN THERE'S ...

NoeBody Bett~r
s

SEE NOTES PAG£

STORY BY MICHAEL CASAGRANDE

enior setter Sara Noe arrived on surpassed her one-time mentor to become words inside the book did.
the Hill in the fall of 1999 with the all-time assist leader, recording her
''This is Sara's team," Hudson said. "We
the potential to be one of the 4,522nd career assist. By the end of the expect a lot out of her this season, and I
greatest players in the 21-yel!f weekend, she had pushed the school mark think she is ready to deliver it."
history of Western volleyball. But she to 4,596.
She has.
would have to wait her turn.
With that, Noe officially took the reigns
Noe has taken the Lady Toppers on her
The two-time AAU Allback and carried them to an unexpected 22. -.---~-,-.
-:-:■
,·.~ . -at
.,.._
.~~dth:
American took her spot behind .--4 record and a perfect 7-0 mark in the Sun
Jenni Miller, who stood until
-,
seemed logical from the out- Belt. After being picked third in the East recently as the greatest setter
set of the 2002 season that which they won the last two years - they
Western~
ever to play for the Lady
Noe would be the star. She is have the only unbeaten record in the conOrJ,eanntt 7
Toppers.
the
team's lone senior - a ference.
p,m.
During Noe's first season at
remnant of last y~a,r•11. S,un , ,Hudson owes much of his. team's sucWestern, she looked up to
Belt East Division champi- cess to Noe after last year's mass exodus in
Miller, studying and modeling
onship team that graduated top scorers. Natalie Furry, Tara Thomas,
her game after the prodigious
three of the school's best- and Jessica Willard accounted for 70 perpasser.
ever hitters.
cent of kills the Lady Toppers recorded a
"When I came in, she was
Last year, the team media season ago, then left with diplomas.
running the team, it was obvious,'t Noe guide featured the trio of senior swingers
But this year, Noe has taken on the big
said. "You could watch her and see she was on the cover. This year, Noe is the lone
sister role to a talented trio of freshmen.
in complete control, and you could tell cover girl, sitting alongside coach Travis
Noe and freshman outside hitter Jessie
everyone looked to her to lead."
Hudson.
Last Friday at New Mexico State, Noe
If the picture didn't tell it, Hudson's
SEE IETTU PAGE 10
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Tops need win to stay
alive in conferenee
In three games this season
against ranked opponents,
Western has lost 1-0, 1-0 and 2-1.'
They have excelled in bi!i
games, but repeatedly fallen just
shy of the big win. And they've
faltered against lesser opponents.
It's a trend Holmes and his young
team are hoping to squash as they
continue to mature.
After dropping their first five
conference games, the Toppers
beat Tulsa 2-1 last Sunday.
The Golden Hurricanes were
nationally ranked earlier this season and are the only team this

BY DANNY
SCHOENBAECHLER

Herald reporter
All soccer teams want good
young talent.
Western (7-8-1, 1-5 MYS) has
it, and all the baggage that comes
along with a young group.
Throughout this year's campaign, the Hilltoppers have been
blessed with youthful exuberance
but cursed with inexperience and
inconsistency.
"I think that our young team is
really coming along," Western
coach David Holmes. "'They are
getting better every game."

SEE

ALIVE
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"You gotta know that your time is coming. "-junior linebacker Karl Maslowski

No-names no problem for Toppers
BY KEITH FARNER

Herald reporter
When senior wide receiver Jerome
Reaves dropped back to pass Monday
night at practice, he found junior wide
receiver Casey Rooney 35 yards down
the field.
Reaves - with a brace supporting his
left knee - is just over a month removed
frofn a tear in .his medial collateral ligament.
He went down in the first game of the
season at Kansas State, and it was
Rooney who stepped in as his replacement
That kind of situation is nothing new
for Western this season. The Toppers
have suffered two MCL tears and two
anterior cruciate ligament tears among
foQC starters. But that's not all. A handful
of other starters have fallen victim to various sprains and strains.
,''You're going to get some people that
get nicked, and you're going to get some
people that are injured," head coach Ja9k
Harbaugh said. "It's just vitally important

important role this season.
''They're getting some valuable experience for when you need them down the
road, and gets your starters some real
confidence," Harbaugh said.
Sophomore Antonio Thomas, senior
Corey Shaw, sophomore Kris Mau,
Toppen ft . . . . . . . It.
junior Karl Maslowski, sophomore
WHEN: 4:30 p.m. Saturday
Shawn McCrimon and Rooney have all
responded when called on.
WHERE: Smith Stadium
Shaw filled in on the defensive line
and collected 16 tackles and a sack. Mau,
for the backups. You never know what also on the D-line, replaced senior Arthur
position it's going to be.... You know it's Wilson, who has a bum ankle, to the tune
going to happen, but you've just got to of 21 tackles and three sacks. And
count on your team, that guys have McCrimon - who has 20 tackles and a
enough commitment to the team, that sack - regularly subs for senior Jon
they'll prepare themselves and step in Drummond while he battled cramps.
and play well."
Against Youngstown State, when
After each one of those injuries, a Western was looking for its first conferbackup has been called into action. On ence win, Thomas - replacing injured
their way to a 5-3 record and a tie for first free safety Antonio Veals - came in and
in the conference, those Topper reserves intercepted a pass in the end zone to seal
have answered the call.
the win.
They are players you won't find on
"You gotta know that your time is
schedule cards, media guides or game coming," Maslowski said. "You've gotta
programs. But they have played an prepare like you're a starter if you're sec-
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H. Rick Mach/Herald
Sophomore defensive lineman Kris Mau, center, pursues the quarterback
during practice yesterday. As a backup turned starter, he has three sacks.

ond string, because, like our coaches say,
'You're one play away.' If you're not
thinking that way, you're never going to
produce when you go in there."

It's a toss-up whether Maslowski or
Rooney could be the poster boy for this
group.
Rooney leads the team in receiving

Welcome WKU Alumni & Students
Don t Forget
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TONIGHT @ The Brewing Co.
The Populcir Bond Lemon .:.
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COMIN& SOON
Hollqween Porty & Costume Contest
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